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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Canadians may have good reason to feel generally positive about the outcome of the negotiations that resulted in the Trans-Pacific Partnership agreement in October. There are, after all, many important sectors that will benefit from the mega-regional trade deal, and in its current form, the agreement will benefit Canada overall. But it would be premature to allow hopes to get too high just yet. There are still a number of things that must go right for Canada to fully enjoy those benefits, and there is no guarantee that they will.

One of the major uncertainties is whether the most important TPP country of all, the United States, will even approve and implement the deal. While the current administration in Washington is obviously a champion of the TPP, Americans are embarking on what will be a heated electoral cycle, both a presidential election and congressional elections. The politics of the TPP are very much unsettled in the U.S. in a way that they are not in all the other TPP countries, including in Canada, and it is not entirely implausible that the TPP as it has been negotiated will never see the light of day. Without U.S. congressional approval, the deal is as good as dead.

Even if the TPP is implemented as negotiated, the deal fails yet again to deal with many of the trade irritants between Canada and the U.S. that have existed since before the Canada-U.S. Free Trade Agreement, but have yet to be cleared up. Both Canada and Mexico were shrewd enough to realize that once the U.S. entered into TPP negotiations, it was incumbent on them both to join in as well, to preserve their preferential trade status in the American market, which they had already secured through NAFTA, and would not want to lose. But since NAFTA and even for many years before, the U.S. has continued to utilize countervailing tariffs and related measures to interfere with the intended free-flow of trade across North American borders. The TPP does not bring any further discipline to these practices, again leaving Canada to deal with ongoing irritants in its most significant trading relationship. And if Canada is ever to enjoy the TPP's full potential benefits, there will also need to be a regulatory realignment of standards in our U.S. trading relationship, reducing barriers to entry in areas such as approval for pharmaceuticals. That is not part of the TPP as negotiated.

That said, there are provisions in the TPP that have not previously appeared in Canadian trade deals, and could have interesting and possibly important impacts. Specifically, the TPP includes provisions that require state-owned enterprises (SOEs), common in many TPP countries, to operate on a more commercial and transparent basis. Provisions on labour and the environment are integral to the agreement in a way that they are not in NAFTA, and are spelled out clearly. And there are novel chapters on new technologies, including digital trade and e-commerce, which raise interesting questions about privacy, security and the collection and location of data. These are innovative elements and, much more than NAFTA and other current trade agreements, make this agreement a model for future agreements and perhaps even for the World Trade Organization's global trade framework.
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Les Canadiens pourraient avoir une bonne raison de se sentir plutôt positifs à propos du résultat des négociations qui ont mené à l'entente sur le Partenariat transpacifique en octobre. Après tout, de nombreux secteurs vont bénéficier de ce mégà-accord commercial régional et, dans sa forme actuelle, l'entente sera en général avantageuse pour le Canada. Il serait toutefois prématuré d'entretenir de trop grands espoirs. Il y a encore un certain nombre de détails à régler pour que le Canada bénéficie pleinement de ces avantages et il n'existe aucune garantie à cet égard.

L'une des principales causes de cette incertitude reste de savoir si le plus important de tous les pays impliqués dans le PTP, les États-Unis, approuvera et mettra en application cet accord. Bien que l'administration actuelle à Washington se fasse le champion du PTP, les Américains vont entreprendre ce qui sera une campagne électorale houleuse incluant une élection présidentielle et des élections législatives. Aux États-Unis, le PTP fait l'objet de discussions politiques très perturbées, au contraire de ce qui se passe dans les autres pays impliqués dans l'accord, y compris le Canada, et il n'est pas du tout invraisemblable que le PTP dans la forme où il a été négocié ne voie jamais la lumière du jour. Sans l'approbation du Congrès américain, on peut considérer l'accord comme mort.

Même si le PTP est mis en application tel que négocié, encore une fois cet accord ne parvient pas à résoudre de nombreux différends commerciaux qui opposent le Canada et les États-Unis, des différends qui existent depuis l'époque avant la conclusion de l'Accord de libre-échange entre les États-Unis et le Canada et qui n'ont pas encore été réglés. Le Canada et le Mexique ont été assez habiles pour réaliser que si les États-Unis s'engageaient dans les négociations de PTP, il leur incombait à tous de s'y joindre également, afin de préserver leur statut commercial préférentiel dans le marché américain, statut qu'ils avaient déjà obtenu grâce à l'ALENA et ne voulaient pas perdre. Toutefois, depuis l'ALENA et même pendant de nombreuses années auparavant, les États-Unis ont continué à utiliser des tarifs compensatoires et des mesures associées pour interférer avec la libre circulation prévue des produits aux frontières nord-américaines. Le PTP ne comporte pas de mesures pour réduire de telles pratiques, laissant de nouveau le Canada faire face à de continuels irritants dans sa relation commerciale la plus importante. Pour que le Canada vienne à profiter des pleins avantages potentiels du PTP, il devra également y avoir un rafraîchissement réglementaire des normes dans sa relation commerciale avec les É.-U., afin de réduire les obstacles à l'entrée dans des domaines tels que l'approbation pour les produits pharmaceutiques. Cela ne fait pas partie du PTP tel qu'il a été négocié.

Ceci étant dit, il y a des dispositions dans le PTP qui n'apparaissaient pas auparavant dans les accords commerciaux canadiens qui pourraient avoir des impacts intéressants et possiblement importants. En particulier, le PTP inclut des dispositions qui exigent que les entreprises d'état, courantes dans de nombreux pays qui négocient le PTP, mènent leurs activités sur une base plus commerciale et plus transparente. Des dispositions sur la main-d'œuvre et l'environnement sont intégrées à l'entente d'une manière qu'on ne retrouve pas dans l'ALENA et elles y sont clairement exposées. On y trouve également des chapitres originaux sur les nouvelles technologies, y compris le commerce numérique et le cybercommerce, qui soulèvent d'intéressantes questions à propos de la confidentialité, la sécurité, ainsi que la collecte et la provenance des données. Ce sont là des éléments innovateurs qui, beaucoup plus que l'ALENA et d'autres accords commerciaux actuels, font de cette entente un modèle pour les futurs accords et peut-être même pour le cadre commercial mondial de l'Organisation mondiale du commerce.
OVERVIEW

On Oct. 5, 2015, ministers from 12 countries, including Canada, signed the Trans-Pacific Partnership agreement, the culmination of an international trade negotiation that had been underway since 2004. The agreement is broad in scope and detailed, incorporating areas found in all past trade agreements, such as market access, while adding several new elements such as electronic commerce, to reflect the changing nature of contemporary international trade. The full text of some 6,000 pages was released a month later; the purpose of this short paper is to provide a brief overview of what is correctly characterized as a mega-regional trade deal and its macro-economic and sectoral-level implications. As in all areas of public policy change, some sectors of the Canadian economy will gain from this trade agreement, while some will arguably lose. This communiqué will address the deal from a Canadian perspective — involving as it does three of Canada’s largest trade partners: the United States, Japan, and Mexico — in order to further public understanding and to contribute to the upcoming discussion and debate.

THE ECONOMICS OF TRADE AGREEMENTS

Trade agreements — whether bilateral, regional, mega-regional, or multilateral — have both geopolitical and economic objectives. Geopolitically, these agreements have major foreign-policy implications in that they provide a rules-based framework for international co-operation — and at times collaboration — and also provide an incentive for traders and investors in those countries that are party to the agreement to persuade their political leaders to deal with each other in non-military ways. They also help raise the profile of those foreign countries included in any given trade agreement in the minds of their commercial sectors and their broader publics, promoting greater knowledge, contact, and understanding among the world’s peoples.

With respect to the economic-policy elements of trade agreements, it is clear from both economic theory and empirical evidence — based from the beginning on the principle of comparative advantage — that more trade leads to more competition, greater efficiency, higher productivity, lower prices, and a wider variety of goods and services available to commercial and individual consumers. While not directly related to economic growth, the implementation of trade agreements in combination with other structural policies such as tax policy, skills development, improved physical infrastructure and vigorous competition policy, will enable firms to participate, or to consider participating, in the domestic and international marketplace.

---


HISTORY OF THE TPP

The origins of the TPP date to 2004, immediately following the Cancun ministerial meeting of the World Trade Organization (WTO) in December 2003. Four relatively small, open economies, one from the Eastern Pacific (Chile), and three from the Western Pacific (New Zealand, Brunei and Singapore), agreed to launch negotiations to open trade more quickly and more deeply than what appeared would likely be the case in the foreseeable future for the world as a whole. These negotiations were joined five years later by the United States, as part of the Obama administration’s “pivot” towards Asia, which changed both the significance and the objectives of the ongoing TPP negotiations. Questions were soon raised by the U.S.’s NAFTA partners, Canada and Mexico, about whether or not they should also join the TPP negotiations to preserve, at a minimum, their preferential status in the United States market that had already been negotiated and “paid for” during the NAFTA negotiations, and perhaps gain some further access in Asian markets. This essentially defensive posture on the part of both Canada and Mexico was finally overcome in late 2013 when Japan decided to join the TPP negotiations as part of its Abenomics (economic growth/structural change) program. Not only would NAFTA preferences be retained for Canada and Mexico, but also, access to the large Japanese market could be enhanced, a clear-cut opportunity for both countries. The final list of negotiating participants was then, in effect, cut off at 12: those who had not joined the negotiations by late 2013, including China, South Korea, the Philippines, Thailand and Taiwan, were left to consider accession to a completed TPP deal in due course. With a large number of “standard” provisions covered in the agreement going beyond members’ multilateral (WTO) commitments as well as newer, innovative provisions, especially involving the United States and Japan, this deal represents a potential outcome of major significance to the global trade system writ large. It creates, if implemented, the largest regional trade zone in the world, spanning four continents and 800 million people.

Yet the prospects of the TPP’s ratification by all 12 participating countries, and its subsequent implementation, remain unclear. While it contains a myriad of controversial elements affecting sectors within each country differently, on balance the agreement should receive legislative approval in all of the TPP countries with Westminster-style governments. But its fate in the most important TPP country of all, the United States, with a congressional form of government, is less clear. Trade agreements in the United States are always subject to major debate — even when the president has been given special authority to negotiate such agreements on a fast-track basis, as was the case with the TPP. Further, that country is about to engage in both a presidential and a congressional election campaign. Thus, there is well-founded uncertainty about whether or not the TPP as negotiated will ever see the light of day. Without U.S. congressional approval, the TPP is dead in the water.

---

3 The possibility of a regional deal was raised as early as the APEC Economic Leaders’ Meeting in Mexico in 2002.
4 In Canada’s case, the provinces will also have to implement provisions of the agreement in their exclusive or shared areas of jurisdiction.
SUBSTANCE OF THE AGREEMENT

The complete text of the agreement, plus some 200 or so side letters, was released on Nov. 5, 2015. While individuals, as well as industry representatives and other associations, will have their specific interests, all will see that the TPP agreement covers all the traditional areas that free-trade agreements deal with, particularly the ever-important market-access issues, including for agriculture, natural resources, forestry and the fisheries, industrial goods, and the increasingly vital services sector. Within these so-called traditional areas, there are important tariff reductions and/or elimination over time in many areas of importance to Canada, including in beef, pork, canola, grains, and processed food and beverages, as well as aerospace and motor vehicles to name a few. There are also provisions to open more service sectors such as business services (financial, accounting, architecture and environmental consulting, etc.) where Canada is already running surpluses on a balance-of-payments basis. In other, now-standard areas of trade agreements such as intellectual property and dispute settlement, provisions mirror those already tentatively agreed to in the Comprehensive Economic and Trade Agreement (CETA) between Canada and the European Union — provisions affecting the pharmaceutical, high-technology and copyright sectors in particular have attracted attention in Canada in recent years, with arguments both strongly pro and strongly con. Missing, however, are provisions to bring further discipline to U.S. countervailing tariffs and related measures, an objective of Canadian governments since the time of the Canada-U.S. free trade negotiations of the late 1980s. Significant regulatory re-alignment of standards, to reduce barriers to entry in areas such as regulatory approval for pharmaceuticals, are lacking as well.

But what is most interesting and significant in the TPP agreement are the novel chapters on items such as digital trade and electronic commerce — areas through which trade is increasingly being conducted. Such trade raises questions of local data-storage requirements, privacy and security, topics covered, as least to some degree, in the new agreement. As well, there are explicit chapters dealing with development, particularly focussed on capacity-building, that developing countries around the world have been advocating the past number of years. The TPP includes the first-ever provisions touching on state-owned and -controlled enterprises (SOEs), with the requirement that such firms operate on a commercial and transparent basis — an important precedent. Provisions in the TPP on the environment and on labour are spelled out clearly and are an integral part of the agreement, rather than as side letters, as they were in the NAFTA and other, more recent bilateral and regional trade agreements. Taken together, these new, “innovative” elements in the TPP make this agreement a gold standard for future agreements. These elements could perhaps become, in due course, “path-breakers” for the World Trade Organization.

---

5 A Technical Summary of Negotiated Outcomes was issued on Oct. 5, 2015. The complete text was released by all TPP governments on Nov. 5, 2015.

IMPACT OF THE AGREEMENT

Trade agreements generally give rise to a surprisingly small number of directly quantifiable economic impacts.7 For one, these small, measured impacts are due to the fact that the economy of any country or countries is complex and thus difficult to model and measure fully or accurately. Secondly, dynamic factors, the “animal spirits” engendered by the fact of a new or revised agreement, are difficult to capture and certainly to measure. While the TPP overall is not quite as big as promised, we do know however that, overall, Canada will benefit.8 Certain sectors and sub-sectors of the Canadian economy, for example, will benefit unambiguously from the improved market access provided for in the TPP agreement (beef, pork, forestry, wheat, seafood, and alcoholic products, among others) as will most metals and minerals, industrial products, several sub-sectors related to procurement, and most services sectors.

On the other side of the ledger, segments of the Canadian dairy and poultry sectors will be subject to slightly more import pressure, as will sub-sectors of the automobile industry. The previous Canadian government had tentatively offered “trade-adjustment assistance” to provide income support and maintain the value of quotas to these potentially affected sectors as well as export assistance to take advantage of the new foreign access available to these Canadian sub-sectors. How all this works out, with a recently-elected new federal government, remains to be seen. In addition, the impact of the intellectual property provisions of the TPP, such as patent-term restoration, the “early working” exception and protection for clinical trial data affecting biologics (products that include vaccines, blood and natural substances) — all involving, at most, small changes from existing practices — or increasing the copyright term from 50 years after the death of the author to 70 years after the death of the author, will need to be addressed as well. And whether and how the investor-state dispute-settlement provisions in the TPP might lead to “regulatory chill” will need review, discussion, and potential costing as well.

What is clear, however, is that Canadian businesses will face more competition at home and abroad and that the Canadian consumer — whether industrial or individual — will not see all the gains that the TPP will have made possible until longer-term structural changes, including regulatory changes, in both Canada and its closest trading partner, the U.S., are undertaken. But the TPP is a step forward, as Canada plays its part in shaping rules in a rapidly changing global economy while at the same time attempting to ensure a sustainable and prosperous future for all Canadians in all regions of the country.

---


8 ibid. Petri, Plummer and Zhai show a household-income gain for Canada of 0.4 per cent (and 0.8 per cent across all 12 TPP members); Ciuriak and Xiao estimate about half that much.
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